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Abstract
This paper proves that the frequency response gains of fast-samplelfast-hold approximations of a sampled-data system converge to
that of the original system as the sampling rate gets faster. While this may appear to hold trivially, there is a serious technical difficulty,
and the proof is indeed nontrivial. It is also guaranteed that this convergence is uniform on the total frequency range. The latter
property is necessary to guarantee that a single approximant can be used for frequency response computation for the overall
frequency range. 0 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The modern notion of frequency response for sampleddata systems (Araki et al., 1996; Yamamoto and Khargonekar, 1996) has proven to be very effective in characterizing various features of such systems; see, e.g., Chen
and Francis (1995). The major difference from the classical notion is that the new notion takes intersampling
behavior into account, and the continuous-time characteristic can be well captured through this notion. For
example, an Hmdesign objective can be naturally understood with frequency response. On the other hand, since
the obtained gain function is derived as an operator
norm, its computation is a nontrivial problem. While it
can be characterized as a solution to the determination of
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a finite-dimensional rank condition (Yamamoto and
Khargonekar, 1996) or as a limit of maximal singular
values of matrices of increasing dimension (Araki et al.,
1996), these theoretical methods tend to give a computationally burdensome route. In particular, the relevant
system matrices must be computed anew at each frequency, and this is quite time consuming.
Instead of going through these theoretical methods,
one can take an approximation via fast samplinglfast
hold. By subdividing the sampling interval into N subintervals, we can approximate inputs in one sample
period by step functions. The outputs are likewise
approximated by taking sampled values on these subintervals. The approximated system then becomes a finitedimensional discrete-time system, and its frequency
response is expected to approach that of the original
system as N +co. While this appears to be quite natural
to expect, its proof of convergence induces various technical difficulties. For example, for sampled outputs to
approximate the original outputs, they should not oscil**6YVif$~6ww;-we
mr*eau-fer*h
outputs this can be guaranteed to begin with, so there
must be some kind of uniformity to guarantee this. Furthermore, in order that this approximated system can be
used for gain computation, the convergence must be uniform in frequency o.This raises another technical issue.
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The objective of the present paper is to give a proof for
this convergence. After giving a setup in Section 2, we
introduce the fast-sampling formula in Section 3. We
then give the convergence proof in Section 4. The crucial
fact is that the frequency response operator is a compact
perturbation of a multiplication operator given by the
direct feedthrough term in the plant. This gives a generalization of our early result in Yamamoto et al. (1997)
where the feedthrough term is assumed to be zero. We
also prove that this convergence is uniform in o.This
property is crucial in guaranteeing that a single approximant gives a satisfactory approximation over all the
frequency range, and hence can be used as a uniform
model for gain computation.

that the lifting operator
w:LfocCO, a)

+

cpk(0):= q(kh

e ~ p , ~ , h ,cp:

H (qk)km,o,

+ 8)

(2)

enables us to describe the closed-loop system (Fig. 1)by
time-invariant discrete-time transition equations. We
follow the notation in Yamamoto and Khargonekar
(1996):

2. System description

Consider the sampled-data system depicted in Fig. 1.
The continuous-time plant G(s) is described by
where x , , ~= x,(kh) and x ~denote,
, ~ respectively, the continuous and discrete state variables and belong to C" and
(3;matrices A,,, A,,, Ads, Ci(8), are given as follows:

while the discrete-time controller K(z), with sampling
period h, obeys the equation
Ads

Note that the direct feedthrough term Dl, in G(s) is not
assumed to be zero.
It is now well known (Bamieh and Pearson, 1992;
Bamieh et al., 1991; Toivonen, 1992; Yamamoto, 1994)

= BdC2,

(5)

C2(B)= C,[:~A=(~-~)B
Cdd ~ .
System (3), (4) induces the (operator) transfer function
with obvious definition Pf(G,K)(z):= D + C(zI - A)-'B,
where fl1(.,.)denotes the lower linear fractional transformation. Note here that the "A" operator is a matrix,
and we assume from here on that A is power stable, i.e.
An + 0 as n -tco.This is equivalent to the eigenvalues of
A lying all inside the unit circle.
Since the closed-loop system is stable, the substitution
z = eJmhis possible, and this gives rise to a continuouslinear operator
Fl(G, K)(eJWh):
L~[O,h]

-+ L2[0,

h].

(6)

This is the frequency response operator we are concerned
with here (Yamamoto and Khargonekar, 1996).The gain
of this operator at w is defined to be its induced norm

I*[
Fig. 1. Sampled feedback system.

11 Fl(G, K) (ejoh)(1 :=

sup
u~L2[0,h],u#O

Unlike the more conventional notion of frequency response where only the sampled behavior is considered,
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this new notion takes into account the intersampling
bahavior, which fails to be captured by the conventional
concept. See Yamamoto and Araki (1994) for the relationship with the concept of aliasing, and Hara et al.
(1996) for discussions with various numerical examples.

3. Fast-sampling approximation
It is known that the gain computation of frequency
response is reducible to a generalized eigenvalue problem
(Yamamoto and Khargonekar, 1996). Unlike the H"
norm computation, however, this must be repeated at
each frequency, and is computationally quite burdensome. In particular, the relevant system matrices must be
computed anew at each frequency. Furthermore, it is
only recently that a bisection search algorithm was
obtained (Hara et al., 1995). On the other hand, in the
approach proposed by Araki and co-workers (1996), one
has to give a high-dimensional approximating expansion
of the transfer operator, and giving an a priori estimate
for an appropriate order of expansion appears difficult.
Instead of going over these "exact" procedures, we here
employ an approximation approach (Anderson and
Keller, 1998). We subdivide the kth sampling interval
[kh, (k + 1)h) into N subintervals [kh dhlN, kh +
.(8 l)h/N), d = 0, ... ,N - 1, and approximate the input
w by step functions and output by sampled values of z at
these points. In other words, we consider the following
fast-samplinglfast-hold operators:

+

+

3'?hl~

: { w (dh/N))F=

compute its 8'-induced norm. One might expect that
we could trivially establish convergence to the gain of
Fl(G, K)(z) as N --+a;
there are, however, a number of
technical difficulties and the proof is quite nontrivial as
we will see in the next section.
Let us first give concrete formulae for
.4PhjN91(G,
K)Xh,. Note first that there are two s a m p
ling periods in .4PhlNFl(G,
K)ZhlN,thus it is not a timeinvariant system. To remedy this, we invoke discretetime lifting, and stack the sequence {w(O),w(h/N),
w(2h/N), ...) into a blocked sequence of N-vectors
[wk(O)7 wk(l), wk(N)ITwith
7

A straightforward calculation yields the following
proposition.

Proposition 3.1. The lifted transfer operator of
YhINFl(G,
K ) Z h I Nis given by Fl(Gd,X)(Z),where Gd(z)
is the discrete-time system

with

B :=

- Jo

exp(A,f) [B1, 8'1 dt,

B := [eA-(N
- l)hB,... ,eAJ'B, B],

w (t), w (t) = w (dhlN),
dh/N It < (t+ l)h/N.
H

YhIN
is the sampler that reads out the function values
every h/N seconds:
Y~/N
:=Y{Y(dh/N))$07
For this to be well defined, we assume that y is right
continuous. We then compose these operators with
Fl(G, K)(z) as YhINFl(G,
K)XhINas in Fig. 2, and then
I

and

I

-

Fig. 2. Fast sample/hold approximation.

Sketch of Proof. In this realization the control input
u and measured output y are also fast-sampled and
stacked, hence we must also execute discrete-time lifting
on K(z). For [y(kh), ... ,y (kh + (N - 1)h / ~ ) ] sampling
~,
occurs at t = kh, hence we must multiply K(z) from the
n
nl
y 1-1
~l,,,l,u,
... ,VJ.
is Sh
so that the input u is constant over the interval
[kh, kh + (N - l)h/N]. Thus K(z) must be multiplied
from the left by [I,,, I,,, ... ,Ip1lT.
Writing down the effect
of fast sampling of the exogenous and control inputs
readily yields the formulas above.
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4. Convergence of gain

No such that if N 2 No then

We can now state our main result.
for every w E U1.

Theorem 4.1. Under the same notation as given in
Proposition 3.1, JIF1(Gd,N,
X)(ejwh)ll+ 11 Fl(G, K)(ejwh)ll
as N +a.Furthermore, this convergence is uniform in
co E [- z/h, z/h].

Proof. In view of the definition of a, we may assume
Dll = 0 and consider @, = Fl(G, ~ ) ( e j "W.~ ) From
Eqs. (3) and (4), @, = Dw + C(ejwh1- A)-'Bw. Since

As we stated already, this theorem appears to hold
trivially, but actually this is not so. The approximant
,4PhINFl(G,
K)XhlNtakes the output value by sampling.
In order that this approximates the actual output, the
output should not oscillate too much. In other words,
N should be large enough so that the fast-sampling
period h/N is fine enough to capture the behavior of the
output. Now this should hold for the worst-case output
zwOrst,
but we cannot know z
in advance, and it can
only be approximated. Therefore, to guarantee N to be
large enough in the above sense, we need some sort of
uniformity that ensures a relatively smooth output for
a class of inputs. This is where we need the assumption
that all the "D" terms in the plant G(s) apart from Dll be
zero: this in turn will guarantee that the overall closedloop transfer operator Fl(G, ~ ) ( e j " ~(excluding
)
Dl,) is
compact, and assures the desired uniformity. Furthermore, in order that the fast-sampling approximation can
be-used for gain computation, it is necessary that this
convergence be uniform in frequency w. Otherwise, for
each different w,it would require a higher-order approximation, and then a single approximant cannot be used
for gain computation. Uniformity in frequency is also
guaranteed in the above theorem.
Another technical problem is that the fast-sampled
outputs belong to different spaces for different N's. To
remedy this, we embed such discrete-time outputs into
L2[0, h] by composing them with ShlN.
Then we can
consider these outputs in a common space. The L2 norm
applying before embedding becomes multiplied by a
factor
when outputs are considered over.
However, this scaling effect can be suitably cancelled
by considering the norm of (lifted) inputs
[wL(O),... ,wk ((N - 1) h/N)IT in the space L2[0, h] via
XhiN
too.
We start with the following lemma that guarantees the
uniform equicontinuity of [FI(G, K)(ejwh)w](0)for w in
the unit ball of L2[0, h].

Lemma 4.2. Let @,(8) = [Pl(G, K) (ejwh)
W] (9) - Dl l ~
Then the family {@,I is uniformly equicontinuous for
U1 = {weL2[O, h]: llwl12 I
1). That is, for any E > 0
there exists 6 > 0 such that It -sl < S implies
I@,,,(t)- Ow(s)I< E for every w E U1. (1. I denotes the
Euclidean norm.) In particular,for every E > 0 there exists

Schwarz's inequality easily implies that there exists
M1 > 0 such that
lBwl-< M l l l ~ l <
l M1

(10)

for every w E U1. Now
(C(ejwhl- A)- 'Bw)(0) = [C1(0) C2(9)](ejwhl- A)- 'BW.
Then
I(C(ejwhI- A)- lBw)(t) - (C(ejwhl- A)-lBw)(s)l
= I[c1(t)

- c,(s)

~I[c,(t)-C,(s)

C2(t)- C2(s)](ejwhI- A)- 'Bw) I
C2(t)-C2(s)]l.l(ej"hI-A)-11.(Bwl

and by Eqs. (5) and (lo), this is uniformly small when
It - s 1 is small, irrespective of w in U,.
Hence we need only establish equicontinuity for Dw.
Write W(t) for CeAtB,and let t > s.

Set 3(t, s, q) := W (t - q) - W (s - q). An easy application of Schwarz's inequality yields

r
.

j:

trace[S(t, s, q)c(t, s, v ) ~dq
)

+ jsttrace (w (t - q) W(t - v ) ~dq.
}

(11)

Since W is uniformly continuous on [0, h] (as a continuous function on a closed interval), for every > 0
there exists do > 0 such that whenever It - sl c do,
t, s E [0, h], I W(t) - W(s)l < eo follows. Also, there exists
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a maximum M of I W(t)l on [0, h]. It then follows that

+

by Eqs. (13)-(15). Observing Pl(G, K)(v) = Dllv
we have

+ @,,

11 Fl(Gd,N, x)II = 11 HhlNyhlNFl(G,K)xh/NII
2 11 x h / ~ y h / ~ F l ( GK, ) ~ ~ / N
11/11vVNIIN
= 11 x h / ~ y h / ~ @ 8 h l N ~ N + Dl lxh/NvN 11/ 1 1 V N 11

Jst

trace W (t - q) W (t - q)Tdy

(note ~ h / N ~ h / N
11D
NUN =
= II ~

Take any E > 0. There exists 61 > 0 such that
Let
if l t - ~ I < 6 ~ then IW(t)- W ( s ) l < ~ / @ .
6 := min{J1, c2/2M2). Then by Eqs. (1 1) and (12),

1lxh/NvN)

+

~ I / N ~ ~ I N @ Dl
S ~I ~~ ~~ I ~N , V N

+ @u,ll/llvNll
+ D11voll - (1 + M + IIDllII)&)l(l+ 4
- Dllv0 - Q u o + Dllv0

2 (ll@vo

(by Eq. (16))
whenever It - sl < 6, as claimed. Combining this claim
with that for C(ejohI- A)-lB completes the proof.
Finally, Eq. (9) is a direct consequence of the proved
uniform equicontinuity. TJ

(17)
by definition of vo. Since this holds for any N > N2,
2(p-(M+2+IID1111~)/(1+~)

lim inf 11 F1(Gd,,, X)(ejoh)((2 I(Fl(G,~ ) ( e j " ~ ) l l .
N-4 m

(18)

Conversely, take any fie [FBN such that EN:= z n l N 6U1.
~
Clearly,

We are now ready to prove our main theorem.

Proof of the Main Theorem. First fix w; we shall prove
that 11 FI(Gd,N,X)(ejoh)llconverges to 11 Pl(G, X)(ejoh)ll.
In what follows we drop the dependence on o for
simplicity.
(G, X)(ejUh)[v] = @
+,
Dl ,v according to
Recall F1
;he definition of @, in Lemma 4.2, and let

I[@,

+ DIIWNII= IlFl(G, K)@NIIIP.

(19)

On the other hand, by Eq. (13)

11 % h / N y h / N @ ~ ~ - @a, 11 I
for N. 2 No. Since %h/NyhlN'@,
+ Dl = Fl(Gd,N,X)U,
this readily implies

+ Dll@~lI
+ DllWNll+ E I P + E

IIPl(Gd,N, X ) f i ~ l =
I II*h/NYh/N@G',
I II@G,

Without loss of generality, we may assume that this vo is
continuous on [0, h]. On the other hand, by Lemma 4.2,
there exists No such that for N > No

and hence

for every v E U1. Furthermore, since Pl(G, X)(ejmh)is
a continuous linear operator on L2 [0, h], there holds for
some M > 0

Combining this with Eq. (18),we have the desired convergence for a fixed o.
We now prove that this convergence is uniform in o in
[-n/h, n/h]. First note that I/Fl(G,K)(ejoh)ll is a continuous function of w. Fix any o and take N, such that

v, w E L~[0, h].

(14)

Take sufficiently large N1 such that

for all N > N1. Since vo is continuous on [0, h] (and
hence uniformly continuous), such Nl exists. Define
VN := yhlNvO.
Now let N2:= max{No, N1). It then follows that for
every iv > l v 2,

(21)
IllFdG, X)(ejwh)ll- llFl(Gd,~,X)(ejwh)llI< E
for all N 2 N,.
Then by the continuity of
IIIFl(G, X)(ejoh)JIin o , there exists 6, > 0 such that for
any w' with lo - or/< 6,, Eq. (21) still holds for
N > N,. We then have the covering

U

[-n/h,n/h]=

(-o-6,,~0+6,).

o E [-nlh, n/h]

Since [-n/h, n/h] is a compact set, there exists a finite
subcovering
L

C-nlh, nlhl =

U (-on
n= 1

-

on+ 6,").

Accordingly, define N := max (N,,, ... ,N,,). Clearly,
for n > N, estimated (21) is satisfied for any o~
[ - n/h, +I.

5. Concluding remarks
We have shown that the fast-sample/fast-hold approximation uniformly approximates the gain function of the
sampled-data frequency response. While we gave a proof
for the L2-induced norm, the proof here works equally
well for LP-induced norms, 1 5 p Ico,with suitable changes in the estimate involving D operator as in Eq. (1).
The computational algorithm via fast sampling is implemented in A?SYSmodule (Hara et al., 1995), and shown
to be very effective. We refer the reader to Yamamoto et
al. (1997) and Hara et al. (1995) for a numerical example
and some comparison with other methods.
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